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Evolution Cube
Fully automatic separation, feeding, folding 
 and stacking of towels when combined  
with the Jenfold Tematic Pro

JENSEN Evolution Cube – a true pioneer

The Evolution Cube is the first and only 

system to automatically feed towels  

into a folding machine without human  

intervention. 

After washing and drying, the towels 

are transferred to the Evolution Cube, by 

means of a shute or a bag system. From 

the loading point of the Evolution Cube, 

the towels are automatically fed into 

a separation unit, where each towel is 

individually picked. From there, the first 

corner is detected by a pat pending tech-

nology and prepared for the next step.

The Evolution Cube at a glance:

Fully automatic separation, feeding 

and folding of Towels

•  Separation

•  Detection of corners and side edges

•  Centering and aligning

•  Automatic shape recognition

•  Folding, sorting and stacking by the  

Jenfold Tematic Pro



Continuous high production

Each of the processing steps are mechani-

cally separated to achieve the optimum, 

balance of cycles, enabling the machine 

to feed up to 600 towels of mix sizes per 

hour. Having registered the first corner, 

the Evolution Cube detects the side edge 

by another pat pending technique. The 

two corners of the side edge are spread, 

centered and transferred onto a belt  

conveyor. 

By transferring the towel towards the 

folding machine, the Evolution Cube 

performs a shape recognition as a quality 

control. The towel is fed into the Jenfold 

Tematic Pro where it is automatically 

folded and stacked.

Fast ROI thanks to continuous  

automatic feeding 24/7/365

Thanks to the continuous automatic feed-

ing of towels, the return on investment 

is fast, especially in countries where 

salaries are high. Considering that the 

Evolution Cube does not need any breaks 

throughout the day, the 600 towels per 

hour, 7 hours a day, equals one operator 

manually feeding 700 pieces per hour, but 

only 6 hours a day because of the breaks. 

Furthermore, the Evolution Cube works 

extra hours without additional costs, 

which is a great advantage when working 

2 or 3 shifts.

Optimum hygiene standards without 

human intervention

When combined with the JENSEN Jenway 

FT conveyor system and an automatic 

wrapping system for the towels, the 

entire handling of towels can be done 

without any human intervention all the 

way from washing to delivery. This is a 

great advantage that guarantees highest 

hygiene standards

Fully automatic separation, feeding and folding of towels by the JENSEN Evolution Cube combined with the Jenfold Tematic Pro



Automatic Quality Control

As an optional feature, the JENSEN 

Evolution Cube can be supplied with the 

Jenscan TS towel scanning system, which 

performs a continuous quality control  

of each and every towel before delivery. 

The Jenscan TS is highly recommended  

in combination with the Evolution Cube,  

as no human eye within the laundry sees 

the towel after it enters the washing 

machine.

High and uniform quality

Thanks to the automatic centering and 

alignment of the towel before feeeding, 

a high and uniform feeding quality is 

ensured by the Evolution Cube. When 

combined with the state-of-the-art towel 

folder Jenfold Tematic Pro, providing the 

optimum folding and stacking quality 

thanks to the unique lateral folding by 

mechanical templates and folding knives, 

a constant, high and uniform quality is 

ensured without any human intervention.

Manual feeding possible

To ensure full flexibility, the system can

be supplied with an extra feeding position 

to allow operators to manually feed  

the Jenfold Tematic Pro. This may be of  

special interest if handling small batches 

of special products is required.

High and uniform quality thanks to automatic centering and feeeding 
of the towels



Jentrol HMI PLC and control system 

with touch-screen

Accurate feeding at high speed requires 

ultra fast and accurate control. The Jentrol 

HMI PLC-control system represents  

the recent and most advanced PLC-control  

system with touch–screen ensuring  

optimum control of the feeding  

parameters. 

Easy-to-use man-machine interface

The Jentrol HMI control system features  

a fast and accurate processor, an easy- 

to-use man-machine interface,  

multi-language facilities and an option 

for remote system service. 

Detailed information in up to 99  

different categories, informing about:

•   Minutes in operation since reset of  

category

•  Piece count per category and in total

•  Recent alarms, jam and errors

Jentrol HMI PLC and control system with touch-screen



Jenfold Tematic Pro

Evolution Cube
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Capacity  

Up to 600 towels/hr. in mixed production

Towel sizes:

Minimum W. 500 × L. 1000 mm

Maximum W. 1000 × L. 1500 mm.

Installation

JENSEN is pleased to assist you in planning 

your laundry by providing excellent advice, 

layouts and technical data. Authorised

JENSEN distributors or JENSEN engineers 

should carry out the installation to ensure

that it is performed correctly.

Service

In addition, JENSEN provides an extraordinary 

after-sales service through a worldwide

network of highly qualified Sales and Service 

Centres and distributors, all with their own 

maintenance and spare parts services.

Call us…

JENSEN provides a complete range of heavy-

duty equipment for the laundry industry,

delivered and installed according to your

specifications. Please do not hesitate to  

contact us for further advice and informa-

tion, or visit www.jensen-group.com

Local contact

www.jensen-group.com

Explore our equipment on

www.youtube.com/jensengroupcom

Principle sketch of JENSEN Evolution Cube combined with Jenfold Tematic Pro
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